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Last-minute
U.S. budget
deal brings
relief, disgust

Monday, April 11, 2011
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Murray, KY 42071

eeealte‘t, vft at the I_
Girl Scout Cabin

By BRETT ZONGKER
Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
collective sense of relief resonated across the nation
Saturday, now that a federal
government shutdown is merely
a thought of what could have
been.
Thousands of tourists poured
into the Smithsonian museums
in Washington — which would
have been shuttered without
Friday's late-night budget deal
— to see artifacts like the original "Star-Spangled Banner
flag. And military families won't
have to stock their freezers, not
knowing when they might have
another paycheck to put food on
the table.
The only thing that rivals their
comfort? Widespread disgust,
knowing that political bickering
made them cringe in the first
place.
Matthew Molina. 24, of
Alexandna, Va., recently was
discharged from the Marines
after serving in Iraq. Now he's
working to get a job as a police
officer or work for a federal
agency. He worried a government shutdown would make his
job search that much harder.
"After being in the military,
you just kind of lose the faith in
politics because no matter what

MSU student
selected for
Freedom
Ride 2011
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
Murray State University student has
been selected by PBS as one of 40
college students to participate in the
2011 Student Freedom Ride in conjunction
with the 50th anniversary of the original
Freedom Rides and the broadcast of the
documentary on the subject.
John Walker, 22, is a
senior from Nicholasville,
and will be departing
from Washington. D.C.
for the 10-day journey on
May 6. The trip was
organized by the PBS
documentary
series
"American Experience,"
which will show StanLy
Nelson's
"Freedom Walker
Riders- at 8 p.m. Central
on Monday. May 16, to commeniorate the
original May 1961 Freedom Rides, The
2011 Student Freedom Ride is designed to
be an "experiential learning opportunity"
and a "moving classroom" for the 40 students retracing the route of the original
Freedom Rides, according to a press
release from PBS.
"Accompanied by filmmaker Stanley
Nelson, original Freedom Riders and others, the Ride will engage students in this
important era in our country's history, as
they learn about the extraordinary commitment and courage of the individuals who
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Murray State University students
from the Collegiate Future
Farmers of America and the
Horticulture Club teamed up over
the weekend to give Murray's Girl
Scout cabin an "Extreme Yard
Makeover." Pictured above, members of the clubs work on a portion
of the landscape outside the cabin.
At left, the students are pictured
with other volunteers and members of the local Girl Scout Troop.
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National Weather Service
Monday: A slight chance of
showers Partly sunny, with a
high near 71. Chance of precipitation is 20 percent.
Monday Night: Mostly clear.
with a low around 49.
Tuesday: Sunny, with a high
near 74
Night:
Tuesday
Partly
cloudy, with a low around 50
Wednesday: A slight chance
of showers and thunderstorms
Partly sunny, w!th a high near
73
Wednesday Night: A chance
of showers and thunderstorms
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Few sure U.S. ready
for nuclear emergency
By MATTHEW DALY
Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) — Most Americans doubt the U.S.
government is prepared to respond to a nuclear emergency like
the one in Japan, a new Associated Press-GfK poll shows. But
it also shows few Americans believe such an emergency would
occur.
Nevertheless, the disaster has turned more Americans against
new nuclear power plants. The poll found that 60 percent of
Americans oppose building more nuclear power plants. That's
up from 48 percent who opposed it in an AP-Stanford
University Poll in November 2009.
The Associated Press-GfK poll comes as Japan continues to
struggle with a nuclear crisis caused by a March 11 earthquake
and tsunami. The crippled Fukushima Dai-ichi nuclear plant has
leaked radiation into the environment and radioactive water

KYSER LOUGH Ledger 8. Times
FISHING FESTIVAL: Emily Oatsvall of Camden, Tenn. ascends a climbing wall in the foreground as country musician Bucky Covington performs on stage at the CFSB Center Saturday
during the College Fishing Festival. The event was part of the FLW College Fishing National
Championship hosted by Murray State University. For tournament coverage. see Sports
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IT'S NOT TOO LATE TO
FORM A TEAM!
(
irt

By STEPHEN OHLEMACHER
Associated Press
WASHINGTON (API — Those yearly
statements that Social Security mails out
-- here's what you'd get if you retired at
62, at 66, at 70 — will soon stop arriving
in workers' mailboxes. It's an effort to
save money and steer more people to the
agency's website.
The government is working to provide
the statements online by the end of the
year, if it can resolve security issues,
Social Security Commissioner Michael
Astrue said. If that fails, the agency will
resume the paper statements, which cost
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•Capitol...
From Front
you do. getting paid or not paid.
you've still got to go to work."
he said, standing along the route
for the National Cherry Blossom
Festival Parade in the nation's
capital. -I've seen teenagers
make better decisions out in a
war than politicians are doing
over here."
Molina and his wife, Kayleigh
Prime. kept an eye on news of
the budget stalemate all week
because Prime's brother is still
fighting with an Army unit in
Afghanistan and didn't know
how he could handle his bills
back home if paychecks were
delayed.
They joined thousands for the
Cherry Blossom parade, which
was threatened with cancellation
earlier in the week because the
parade route crosses partly into
federal territory. There were

smiles and big cheers for high
school marching hands from
Alabama. New York and
Georgia who made the top to
perform amid talk of canceling
the parade and shutting down the
city's top attractions.
Even President Barack Obama
visited the Lincoln Memorial.
shaking hands with tourists after
the long night of negotiations
Tracy Hickey, a school speech
therapist from South Bend. Ind..
brought her husband and two
children to Washington for a
long-planned vacation to see the
monuments, museums and
parade.
-That's why you come here is
to see all of these amazing, historic buildings — to not have
been able to do that would have
been devastating," she said.
"They need to get their acts
together and get stuff done."
Weeks of political gridlock had
people on edge across the country and bracing for the worst.

II Social Security...
From Front
S70 million a year to mail, he
said.
"We'll provide it, we expect,
one way or another, before the
end of the calendar year."
Astrue told The Associated

•MSU student...
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Pre,, 'We're just right now try rug to !Toro out the most costeffective and convenient way to
provide that to the American
public."
The statements, mailed to 15(1
million people each year. proj-

From Front
took part in the Freedom
Rides," the release said. "The
Ride will also serve as a means
of launching a national conversation about the role of civic
engagement in a thriving
democracy, explore what issues
inspire students to 'get on the
bus' today, and look at what
forms civic engagement is taking on campuses and in communities across the country.
"The 40 Student Freedom
Riders were chosen from nearly
1.000 applicants and represent a
of
cross-section
diverse
America, much like the original
Freedom Riders, who were
black and white, men and
women, and who, in 1961, used
public transportation as a means
of challenging segregation in
the South. The students hail
from 33 states and the District
of Columbia, along with others
who grew up in China,
Tajilcistan and Haiti."
Walker is a staff writer for the
Murray State News and recently
learned that he would be the
opinion editor for the paper next
year. He said he learned about
the freedom ride project from
Murray State News advisor Joe
Hedges last fall and that he was
immediately interested because
he grew up watching PBS and
said some of the best programs
he had seen were part of
"American Experience." He had
to send his application in before
last Christmas and write an
essay on why he wanted to participate. This wasn't hard to do,
since Walker - who is also copresident of the Murray
Environmental Student Society
(MESS)- said he has had a passion for civic engagement, as
well as history, for several
years.
1 After starting college)

something just sparked and I
just wanted to get involved." he
said. "It started out with sustainability issues, issues that concerned the environment. That
had already' been fostered. but
now it's just anything ... I consider myself a very social person. I love to talk to people and
get to know them, but I'm really
into civil discourse and getting
the best ideas to solve problems."
Walker said he is excited to
meet students from so many
backgrounds and that he was
also impressed by the caliber of
schools they attend. He said he
liked that there would be a mix
of students from well-known
schools like Harvard, Michigan
State and Duke along with many
from smaller colleges. Despite
the wide range of students going
on the trip. the list also serves as
a reminder for how interconnected society can be. Walker
said he knows an MSU student
from Tajikistan who found out
that someone she knew from
back home was also going.
"She found out about it and
went to the link, and the guy
that is going. they were in the
same summer camp together,
like five years ago." Walker said
laughing.
The trip will begin in
Washington with two days of
events at the Newseum that will
gather many who were involved
in the original Freedom Rides.
The students will leave there on
Sunday. May 8, and head
North
Virginia,
through
Carolina,
Carolina. South
Georgia. Alabama, Tennessee.
Mississippi and into Louisiana,
stopping along the way at historically significant locations.
The journey will end in New
Orleans, the intended destination of the 1961 Freedom
Riders.

eci future benefit payments,
helping workers plan for retirement.
The decision to suspend the
mailings was unrelated to the
talk of a possible partial government shutdown. It was. howev er. related to the agency's operating budget, which has essentially been frozen at 2010 levels
— minus about S350 million in
economic stimulus money the
agencs had been using to handle
older
for
Advocates
Americans say they are sympathetic about the agency's budget
problems, but several said an
online option is insufficient.
especially' for people who may
not have computer skills or
access to computers.
"As far as the information
being available online, that's not
going to help a lot of people. we
Max
said
with,"
work
Richtman, executive vice president of the National Committee
to Preserve Social Security and
Medicate.
-This was a concrete piece of
paper, a document that workers
would receive that would give
them confidence in the prosaid.
Richman
gram."
"Otherwise, they hear a lot of
the debate in Washington. It's
going to be there: it's not going
to be there."
Claims for retirement and disability benefits are up significantly since the nation's economy soured in 2()08. About 2.7
million people applied for
retirement benefits last year, a
17 percent increase from 2(X)8,
according to agency statistics.
About 3.2 million people
applied for disability benefits
last year, a 23 percent increase.
Since the 1980s, Social
Security statements have been
mailed each year to workers
older than 25. They include a
history of taxable earnings for
each year — so people can
check for mistakes -- as well as
the total amount of Social
Security and Medicare taxes
paid over the lifetime of the
worker.
The statements provide estimates of monthly benefits,
based on current earnings and
when a worker plans to retire.
Workers can claim early retirement benefits starting at age 62.
Full benefits are available at age

a threshold that is gradually
increasing to 67 for people horn
in 1960 or later.
The statements are mailed
throughout the year. so many
people have already received
them this year. Tens of millions
have not.
The agency does offer a benefits estimator on its website that
Astrue said can be even more
helpful than the annual Social
Security statements. Workers
can enter their Social Security
numbers on the website and get
estimates of future benefits.
depending on when they plan to

66.

retire.

"You can go online and you
can get a very accurate estimate
of your likely retirement benefits." Astrue said. "You can run
scenarios."
The website, however, does
not provide the detailed earnings and payroll tax history that
workers had been receiving in
the mail each year.
Mary Johnson. a policy analy st am The Senior Citizens
League, said the detailed paper
statements help workers ensure
they are getting credit for their
proper earnings each year.
"When we get these we realize
just how modest our benefit will
be, and the need for savings, and
to work as long as we are able
to, Johnson said in an email.
Ending the statements is part
of a trend in government to conduct more of its business electronically. Social Security
already mails out few paper
checks. About 88 percent of
beneficiaries have their p,c.
ments deposited directly
bank accounts.
Social Security has been beefing up its website in recent
years, offering more services
and information online as millions of computer-savvy baby'
boomers reach retirement age.
The agency launched a new
public campaign this week featuring two celebrities that baby
boomers will find familiar:
actors Patty Duke and George
Takei.
About 41 percent of applications for retirement benefits
come in online, Astrue said.
About 44 percent of Medicare
applications are done online. In
all, the agency's website attracts
about 11 million visitors each
month.
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American
Cancer
Society'

Friday, April 29, 2011
Stewart Stadium

Survivor Dinner
If you have not received
your card, please contact
Melissa 227-3308.
Survivors are welcome
to attend both!
Dinner April 23rd at
Glendale Church of Christ
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Archives, Ancestry.com
post-Civil War files online
By BRETT ZONGKER
Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP)
The
National
Archives
and
Ancestry.com published newly
digitized Civil War records'
online for the first time this
week, allowing users to trace
family links to the war between
North and South.
Nearly 275,000 newly published pages are among the most
heavily used documents for
research in the National
Archives' Civil War holdings,
curators said. The pages contain
about 3 million names of those
who enlisted for a draft from
1863 to 1865, though only about
40,000 were drafted to fight.
Archivists estimate 17 million
Americans have an ancestor
who fought in the war. Many
may not know about their family ties.
Tracing genealogy is becoming a fast-growing hobby and
even "fashionable" with a
Friday night TV show devoted
to celebrity family histories,
said Josh Hanna. executive vice
president of Ancestry.com. The
company sponsors the NBC
show and invested $100 million
in digitizing historical records.
"Family history, I can tell you
as someone who's been doing
this for 15 years now, used to be
a hell of a lot harder than it is
today," Hanna said. "It's become
much faster, easier and cheaper
to actually do a lot of this
research."
At the Archives, filmmaker
Ken Bums revealed a family
discovery he made from the
Archives records shortly after
his 1980s PBS series,"The Civil
War." He learned that his greatAbraham
great-grandfather
Bums was a Confederate soldier, which he called a "stunning
discovery."
"He was 5-feet, 4 inches tall
and had gray eyes, which I supperfect for a
pose
is
Confederate," Bums said of the
details he gleaned from the documents. "He stated to a copyist
... that he was a blacksmith in

life and had been 'forced' to join
the Confederate Army, which I
don't think is quite accurate."
Bums said he traced his ancestor's capture in the newly created state of West Virginia in 1863
and how Abraham Bums was
sent to a prison camp until the
war ended. Bums thought all
records disappeared after his
was
great-great-grandfather
released.
Some of the newly digitized
files show, however, that the
once enemy captor later applied
for a federal pension. That wasn't unusual for Confederate soldiers, Burns said, as most white
citizens were welcomed back
into society after the bloodiest
war.
"This is not just the story of
generals and presidents but a
bottom-up story of so-called
ordinary people who fought on
both sides," he said, calling the
Archives digitization project a
lesson in democracy. "This
place is really the ground zero
for coming to terms with it."
New York TV anchor Cheryl
Wills, who wrote a book about
her great-great-great-grandfather Sandy Wills escaping slavery to fight with the U.S.
Colored Troops, said she discovered her family connection
about 150 years after the Civil
War ended.
"I was just goofing around on
the Internet — I had no idea
what I would find," Wills said.
What she found, though, was
an extensive story about how
Sandy Wills was sold into slavery at age 10 and later enlisted
in Kentucky m fight with five
other slave boys who were like
brothers. She framed a copy of
his military discharge paper.
Later findings weren't so
proud. Wills said she found a
pension application from Sandy
Wills' widow, Emma Wills,
which showed a pattern of discrimination against black widows. She was required to fill out
a deposition to try to prove
where she was born as a former
slave and hired a lawyer to try to

claim a pension.
"Look at her humble X on the
bottom," Wills said, pointing to
the signature line. "It kills my
heart to see that X because that's
government-imposed illiteracy.
... She just put her mark."
The family history was long
forgotten, though, until Wills
found the records online.
Newly published Civil War
documents also include the
famous
names of some
Americans who enlisted for the
draft, including a 27-year-old
A.
Andrew
Carnegie,
Montgomery Ward and future
President Grover Cleveland.
The digitization project is part
of a five-year deal with Provo,
Utah-based Ancestry.com worth
millions of dollars. The public
will have free access beginning
Thursday for a week before a
subscription is required to
access the records.
Archives spokeswoman Susan
Cooper said the federal agency
doesn't have the money or staff
needed to digitize all records
itself.
Ancestry offers a I4-day free
trial before requiring a paid subscription of $12.95 to $19.95
per month. The company has
about 1.4 million subscribers
who can search about 2 billion
names.
Ancestry provides digital
images of each record to the
Archives free of charge, along
with index metadata. After five
years, the Archives can use the
index and digitized records
without any restrictions.
Bums said it's a "win-win"
partnership for digitization that
would not have otherwise happened in times of a tight federal
budget.
• Online:
http://www.ancestry.com/civil
warI50

Want a Fresh,
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for Spring?
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Filmmaker Ken Burns looks at a book of Civil War draft records during a news conference at
the National Archives in Washington, Wednesday, April 6, in conjunction with Ancestry.com.
making newly digitized Civil War records available online.

II Emergency...
From Front
gushed into the Pacific Ocean.
Japan was rattled by a strong
aftershock and tsunami warning
Thursday. but officials reported
no immediate sign of new problems.
The poll finds that about a
fourth of those surveyed were
highly confident that the U.S.
government is prepared to handle a nuclear emergency, while
almost three-fourths were only
somewhat or not confident.
But many people doubt such
an emergency will happen in
this country.
About three in 10 think such
an emergency is extremely or
very likely, compared with
seven in 10 who think it is only
somewhat or not likely. Among
people who think a disaster is
highly likely, almost eight in 10
lack confidence the government
would be ready.
Even among those think it's
not too likely or not at all likely
to happen. almost two-thirds
still lacked confidence the government would be ready.
Nancy Hall of Long Beach,
Calif., said the Japanese crisis

has not soured her on nuclear
power.
"Well, despite the disaster in
Japan, I think that nuclear
power still has a lot of advantages over fossil fuels, " she
said, noting that nuclear energy,
unlike oil, does not funnel
money to "Middle East dictators" and is not as polluting as
coal-fired power plants.
"You have to keep in mind
that gas and coal are constantly
polluting, day in and day out.
and we don't even think about
it," she said.
Hall, 36. a linguistics professor, lives within a four-hour
drive of two nuclear plants but
said she is not too worried about
either one.
"I do hope the government is
looking carefully at how to safeguard them." she said. "But
truthfully. nuclear power is not
at the top of my list of worries."
Of more immediate concern:
The building where she works is
not earthquake-proof.
The poll indicates that nearly
.me in four Americans lives
within 50 miles of a nuclear
power reactor. Those who
rel)cittcd living Within 50 miles
VI a unclear plant we're not mgmummy more or less 4ikely in
have confidence in the goveni-

ment's ability to handle 4
nuclear disaster.
Those who live close to nuclear
power plants were less likely to be
strong opponents of building more
nuclear power plants than those who
live farther away. A total of four in
10 of those who use more than 50
miles from a plant strongly oppose
building new ones, compared
three in 10 who say they li‘e
50 miles of a plant.
U.S. government regulatork
are reviewing safety at the
nation's 104 nuclear reactors in
the wake of the Japanese crisis',
Regulatory
Nuclear
The
Commission says it will look at
the plants' ability to protec,
against natural disasters and teri
wrist attacks, respond to come
plete power blackouts and cope
with accidents involving speni
fuel, among other issues.
The NRC' says U.S. nude
plants continue to operate safel
Hughes
Still. Kelli
Brookhaven. N.Y.. worries abo
nuclear power. calling it a tox
menace. Hughes. 33. owns
online business and lives le
than 80 miles from nucle
plants in New York a
Conneetieui She 'r:al
strongly opposes c<Tstpictiv!1.74expansion 0:TI.fear rliinoi_•
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Obituaries
Neva Graves (Fitts) Mayfield
Ne:a (11-,1% thuNi NI.ineld. y,i I. of Murray. died Friday. April 8.
2011. at Spnng Creek Health Care.
Born in Calloway County on March 16. 1931. she was retired front
Fisher Price in Murray and a member of the Glendale Road Church of
Chnst.
She was preceded in death by her husband. Jack It Mayfield: parents. Aubrey Fitts and Flossie Boyd Fitts: and one son. Ken Gray
Mas field
She is survived by one son. Keenan Mayfield and wife. Susan of
Murray: two grandchildren. Scott Alan Mayfield of Murray and
Stephanie Brooks and husband. Nathan of Puryear, Tenn.. and five
great-grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held on Tuesday. Apnl 12, 2011 at 11 a.m, at
the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with John Dale officiating. Burial will
follow in the Murray City Cemetery.
Visitation will be held Monday. April II. 2011 from 4-8 p.m. at the
funeral home.
Online condolences may be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com. Arrangements are handled by the J.Ei. Churchill Funeral
home.

Eva L. Cochran

laxon Corey Keene

bid L. Cochran. 98. of Alm.) (formerly of Jackson. Tenn.). died
Saturday. April 9. 2011 at 2 p.m. at the Marshall County Hospital.
She was a member of the United Methodist Church in Kirksey and
formerly owned the Royal Casket Company in Jackson, Tenn.
She was preceded in death by her husband. Julian Cochran: one sister. Nena Poynor: one brother, Ennis Prather Williams and her parents.
Ennis Williams and Ella Marie Partlow Williams.
She is survived by one nephew, Wendell Poynor of Almo.
There will be no visitation or funeral service. Arrangements are handled by Filbeck-t'arui & King Funeral Home and Crematory.

Jaxon Corey Keene, infant. of Murray. died Friday. April 8. 2011 at
7:25 p.m. at the Murray-Calloway. County Hospital. He was born
Friday. April 8. 2011.
He is survived by his parents. Corey and Whitney Keene of Murray:
maternal grandmother. Dana Prescott and husband. Mark of Murray:
maternal grandfather, Ronald Watkins. of Paris. Tenn.; paternal grandparents Dale Keene and Theresa Ward of Buchanan. Tenn.; paternal
uncle. PFC. Andrew Keene of Afghanistan: paternal aunt, Amber
Keene of Buchanan Tenn., maternal aunt. Jessica Burkeen of Murray:
and three great-grandparents, several great-aunts, great-uncles and
cousins.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the March of Dimes,
Purchase Pennynle Division. 333 Broadway. Suite 810, Paducah. KY.
42001. Online condolences may he made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com. Arrangements are handled by the J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home.

Deborah Edwards
Deborah Jeanne Edwards, 52, of Benton, died Thursday. April 7.
2011, at 12:38 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital.
A rnemonal graveside service will be held Thursday. April 14. 2011.
at 10 a.m. at Temple Hill Cemetery in Calloway' County..
Arrangements are handled by Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral Home
& Crematory.

Paul W. Stewart

Funeral services for Paul W. Stewart. 42, of Murray. will be held
today, Monday. April II. 2011. at 11 a.m. at the J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home with the Rev. Glynn Orr officiating. Burial will follow in the
Hicks Cemetery.
Dudley (Ray-Ray) Younger
Serving as pallbearers will be David Stewart Jr. Steven Stewart.
Dudley (Ray-Ray) Younger. 62. of Murray. died Saturday. April 9.
Jason Stewart, Michael Bennett. Josh Smith and R.J. Swift.
2011 at 9:43 a.m. at Lourdes Hospital in Paducah.
Stewart died Thursday. April 7. 2011. at 11:18 pin, at the Murray Born in Chicago. W. on June 30. 1948. he was a heating & air conditioning technician and a member of the Redhands Motor Cycle Club. Calloway County Hospital.
Born in Charlestown. S.C. on Dec. 19. 1968, he was employed by the
He was preceded in death by his parents. Dudley B. and Edith
(Lambi Younger: one son, Danny Ray Younger; and one sister. Nancy Murray Walmart and was a member of the Westside Baptist Church.
Preceding in death was one sister, Tobie Stewart.
Elizabeth Nicademus.
He is survived by his mother. Charlotte Stewart Cooper of Jackson.
He is survived by his wife. Linda(Payne) Younger. to whom he was
his father, Bud Stewart and wife. Ruby of Murray: five sisters,
Ala
Ill.:
Park.
Oak
of
Younger,
Gina
daughter,
married Nos.. 20. 1965; one
Ilse sons. Ricky Allen Younger of Wood Dale. 111.. Donald Younger of Donna Ford and husband. Derick of Winchester. England. Tracy
Nashville. Tenn.. Tony Younger and wife. Jo Anne of Marengo. III., Cortez and husband. Brian of Murray. Lorie Lofton and fiancé. Jason
Nicholas Younger and Josh Younger. both of Murray: five grandchil- Lrunpkins of Benton. Crystal Carlene Stewart of Hazel, and Nickie
dren. Brandon Younger, Jessica Younger, Stevie Younger. Dylan Birdsong and husband. Jerry of Murray: two brothers. David Stewart
and wife. Jessica of Murray, and Bobby Stewart and wife. Danielle of
Younger and Cole Younger: and two great-grandchildren.
Almo. paternal grandfather. Gossard Lee Stewart of Ohio: and several
public
no
be
will
There
date.
later
a
at
held
be
will
services
Pnvate
aunts, uncles, nieces and nephews.
visitation.
Online condolences may be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneral(hiline condolences may be made at www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
Arrangements are handled by Blalock-Coleman and York Funeral home.com. Arrangements are handled by the J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home.
Home.
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William "Frank' Fennell.6.ol Murray, died Sunday. April 10. 2011
at his home.
Anangements are inconiplete at this time. The J.H. Churchill Funeral
home is in charge of arrangements.

Fort Mitchell plans to honor
adopted troops July 4
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Kentucky Kingdom in
Louisville is shown in this
aerial photo from
Wednesday. April 6. The
future of Kentucky Kingdom
is uncertain after the city of
Louisville said it won't help
pay for the amusement park
to reopen this year. That's
according to businessman
Ed Hart. who heads the
group trying to reopen the
park as a public-private
partnership.
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HICKORY GROVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
Invites you to worship and commemorate
100 Years of Serving the Lord with us!

Homecoming & Singing

WASHINGTON (AP) -Real estate tycoon Donald
Trump said Thursday he isn't
convinced that President Barack
Obama was horn in the United
States, but says he hopes the
president can prove that he was.
Officials in Hawaii have certified Obama's citizenship. but
"binhers" have demanded additional proof. And Trump, who is
weighing whether to seek the
Republican presidential nomination, says not all the questions
have been answered.
In an interview broadcast
Thursday. Trump told NBC
News he plans to decide by June
whether to run, and said that if
he is the GOP nominee, "I'd like
to beat him straight up." not on

the basis ot the question ot
where Obama was born.
Trump insisted he didn't
introduce the citizenship issue.
but he isn't letting go of it either.
Since he was asked about it during an interview several weeks
ago, the real estate executive
said, he's looked into it and now
believes "there is a big possibility" Obama may have violated
the Constitution.
"I'd like to have him show his
birth certificate," Trump said.
"And to be honest with you. I
hope he can.
Asked in tRe interview how
genuine his presidential ambition is. Trump said, "I always
take things seriously. but I've
never taken it seriously like this.

1 \Nish I didn't have to do it.
"I wish this was the greatest
place in the world." Trump said.
But he said the United States is
losing respect in the world at a
time when robs at home are vanishing. He accused Obama of
giving the country 'a terrible
presidency."
Trump said that if the current
fight over budget issues forces a
shutdown,"I think the president
will be blamed."
He accused Obama of conducting a confusing policy on
the civil war in Libya. saying
"nobody knows what's happening, and now it looks like
(Libyan strongman Moanunar)
Gadhafi is going to beat the
United States."
"I'm only interested in Libya
if we get the oil." Trump said.
He said Obama "doesn't have a
doctrine ton foreign affairs.)
Foreign affairs is. we take care
of ourselves first"
Of °barna, he said. "I want
him to do well. ... I love this
v.ountry. but this country is
going to hell. ... The world
laughs at us. They won't be
laughing if I'm elected president."

Speaker: Harold Irvan
Sunday, April 17, 2011

Crushed Limestone (all sizes)
Driveways - Parking Lots - Residential - Commercial

Sunday Morning Bible Study
9:00 a.m
Worship Service
10:00 a.m.
Congregational Singing
1:30 p.m.
A meal will be provided after morning services.

Quality Products • Excellent Service

HICKORY GROVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
1131 Hickory Grove Road • Almo, KY 42020
Cal/for more information or directions:
270-753-4460 or 270-767-0625
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part of the America Supporting
program.
Americans
Participants are encouraged to
support troops overseas with
letters, care packages and
assistance with special events.
Taylor hopes to assemble
community support for a July
4 weekend visit from about 30
soldiers of Bravo Company 2504 PIR of the 82nd Airborne
out of Fort Bragg. In addition
to a community picnic. those
championing the program
hope to get tickets to a
Cincinnati Reds or Florence
Freedom game that weekend.

KENTUCKY KINGDOM

peiles.at

www.murra

Datebook

William "Frank" Fennell

FORT NIITCHELL. Ky.
( AP)- Nancy Taylor. a former daughter of a World War
II veteran, says she feels like
she has adopted 150 sons as
one of the leaders of Fort
Mitchell's adopt-a-unit program.
"When you're involved in a
program like this, you love
them like they're your children. You want to boost their
morale wherever they are,"
said Taylor. whose adopted
unit is at Fort Bragg. N.C.
The program pairs communities with military units as a
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I Shore exhibit featured
1

Great Rivers Group, Sierra
Club will meet Wednesday
The Great Rivers Group. Sierra Club. w ill
meet Wednesday. April 13, at 7 p.m. in Room
1119 of the Murray State Biology Building.
Topics to be discussed include "Rally for the
Risers- and the proposed Coal to Liquid
Plant in western McCracken County. This
meeting is open to the public. For information. call Gene Nettles.(270) 236-2317.

of Dimes.
icah. KY.
hillfunerII Funeral

Dexter town will meet
Datebook

110. 2011
II Funeral

Sane, Teague,
Community
editor

The Dexter Town meeting will be Tuesday.
April 12, at 6 p.m. Chad Burch from the
Calloway County Health Department will speak.
A potluck meal will be served and everyone is
invited to attend.

VSTAR will meet Tuesday

nor

Voices for Substance Abuse Recovery (VSTAR) will meet
Tuesday. April 12. at 12:15 p.m. at Hardin Library.

Calloway Republicans meet tonight
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The Calloway County Republican Party will meet tonight.
Monday, at 6:30 p.m. at the Calloway County Public Library. Topics
to be discussed will be the upcoming Primary.

Southwest Elementary SBDM to meet
The Southwest Elementary Site Base Decision Making Council
will meet Tuesday. April 12, at 3:45 p.m. in the guidance counselor's
office.

Middle School SBDM will meet
Murray Middle School Site Base Decision Making Council will
meet in regular session on Tuesday. April 12. at 4 p.m. in the media
center.

CSIP meeting to be held
Calloway County High School will have a Comprehensive School
Improvement Plan (CSIP) meeting on Tuesday. April 12. at 3:30
p.m, at the high school. mom 601.

MHS Class of 2001 holds meeting
A planning meeting for the Murray High School Class of 2001 10year reunion will be held Tuesday. April 12. at 6:30 p.m. at the Big
Apple Cafe. Anyone interested in helping plan the reunion is asked
to contact Erika Compton at erikamcompton(riyahoo.com.

MHS volleyball holds rebate day
The Murray High School Volleyball team will host a rebate day at
Sirloin Stockade on Tuesday. April 12, from II a.m. to 9 p.m.
Participants must present coupon. Coupons available at MHS front
desk.

Alzheimer's Support Group will meet
The Alzheimer's Support Group will meet Tuesday. April 12. at 5
p.m. in the dining room of the Senior Citizens Center. For more
information. call Connie Daily, RN. at 753-0576.

Concerned Taxpayers will meet Tuesday
The Active Concerned Taxpayers of Calloway County (ACT,concerned with the Tea Party movement) will kick off their spring season of programs with Greg Delancey of Taylor Motor Company. on
Tuesday. April 12, at 6 p.m. at the Calloway County Public Library.
He will speak of the "Fed's Seizure of Power over the World-Wide
Internet in the United States through the Federal Communication
Commission." The public is invited to attend, according to Dan
Walker. program chairnian.

Genealogical Society will meet Tuesday
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The Calloway County Genealogical Society will meet Tuesday.
April 12. at I p.m. at Pogue Library. Ken Andrus from Oakwood
Studio will speak about restoring and preserving old photos.
President James Hooper invites anyone interested in learning about
their family history to attend. For information. call 753-6498.

Murray Star Chapter #433 to meet
The Murray Star Chapter /433 Order of the Eastern Star will meet
Tuesday. April 12. at 7:30 p.m. A meal will be served at 6:30 p.m.

Parkinson's group will meet Tuesday
Parkinson's Support Group will meet Tuesday. April 12. at noon at
the Weaks Community Center. Persons coming for lunch should
arrive by I 1:30 a.m. For information. call Dixie Hopkins, 753-6001.

TOPS meeting Tuesday
Murray Chapter #616 of TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly) will
meet Tuesday. April 12. from 9-10 a.m. at First Christian Church.
Visitors are welcome. For information. call Sheila at 227-1723.

Special to the Ledger
Jim Shore, internationally
renowned artist and creator of
the Heartwood Creek collection.
will appear for an exclusive
signing event in the National
Quilt Museum's lobby in
Paducah on Wednesday. April
27, from 10 a.m, to noon, and
from 2-4 p.m. The public is
invited to meet Shore and have
favorite collectibles signed by
the artist.
Items by the artist are available in the gift shop. Persons
can pre-order by calling the
Museum shop at 12700 4428856. ext. 208. Items can also
Photo provided
be held for pick-up during the
CREATIVE ARTS HOSTESSES: Hostesses from the March
Quilt Show. Items can also be
meeting of the Creative Arts Department of the Murray
pre-signed.
Woman's Club were Jean Simmons, Vicky Holton and Peggy
At 7 p.m., Shore will also give
Shoemaker. Luann Philpot, one of the founders of the Murray a lecture in the Museum's classof
Quilt Guild, spoke to the group on the care and restoration
room about being a self-taught
antique and vintage quilts. The next meeting will be Monday. artist, his skills as a painter,
April 25, at 9 a.m. at Gloria's World Village on N. 15th Street, sculptor. silversmith, and woodMurray. The group will honor this year's Annette Schmidt carver to create his popular
"heart-crafted- design , that
Scholarship winner.

incorporate quilt designs. Learn
how he came to love quilt
designs and incorporate them
into his artwork. Seating is limited. Tickets may be purchased
for S15 by calling (270) 4428856. ext. 205.

Jim Shore

POINT meeting held in Murray in March
By BOB McGAUCHEY
MSU Public Relations
Dr. Brenda Wilson, associate
professor of Murray State
University's Department of
and
Science
Computer
Information Systems. was the
speaker at the March 22 meeting
(Professional
POINT
of
Organization for Information
and Network Technologies) in
Murray.
Wilson noted that the percentage of women in the computing
field was the worst of all the
technical fields. However, the
percentage at Murray State has
improved since the seven percent rating in 2005. In 2010 it
had grown to 17.4 percent.
There are several explanations
for few females in the computing field, according to Wilson.
"The stereotype of the nerd
who is a loner with social ineptitude turns off girls faster than
just about anything," she said.
"Also, there are few role models
for young girls to see and there
is a true bias among parents.
middle/high school teachers and
counselors to encourage males
toward computing and steer
girls away."
One of the solutions, said
Wilson. was to introduce girl,
computing before high school.
Wilson and her students have
used Alice (an innovative 34)
animation environment) that
allows students to use critical
thinking skills to create short
videos, games and animated
greeting cards in workshops for
STEM participation among
middle and high school girls ;mil

Murray State which "celebiates.
informs and supports women in
computing. it also works with a
community of successful technical women, educators, employers and policy makers to
improve working and learning
environments for women."
POINT was started in
February 2009 by the Regional
Business and Innovation Center
RBIC), the MSU Department
of Computer Science and
Information Systems and the

Center for Telecommunications mention, contact Beth Ward at
(270) 809-64174.
Systems Management.
The mission is to introduce
and share knowledge in the
high-tech fields of software
development and information
technology while providing
environments for professionals
to network on a regular basis.
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Another spring week has come and
'tine and we are enjoying all the pretty
business card. The next schedsvenes or the season. The colors me so
uled meeting is for late April in
bright and iheertul We are anxiously
Hopkinsville. For more inforawaiting the continuous warm weather No

CALLOWAY COUNTY
PRESCHOOL/HEAD START
SPRING REGISTRATION

If your child will be ;or 1 years old on or before
register You will need to bring the billowing vii

V Certified Birth Certificate
V Social Security Card
V Proof of Income
(W-2's or Income Taxes for 2010)
I/ Insurance Card or Medical Card
V Custody Papers (if applicable)
Your child does need to be present
to register. Registration will be held at the
Preschool which is behind
the Calloway County High School

we can enjoy our rockers and front porch.
Neither the rain nor the wind has stopped
us from has ing another exciting week
After Monday's final NCAA game we
finally got to see who won our March
Madness ,inteit He drew our teams
out ot the hat one !ruin each ditiSion to
all The
see whose tx.ini would win
ones who in,:de ii i, the tinal bias and or
course the main winner were ,citen
prizes We had so many panuipants that
we had two actual winners Nancy
Warren. Eugene Waggoner and Carl
Sainato were all in the Final Four
Howard Batzell and Tea Farrell both
had UCONN so the!, each won the big
prize Congratulations to all who played
it really just comes doss n to the luck of
the draw.
This month marks the 125 anniversary,
of the insention ot Coca Cola We couldn't let this go by without a celebration
We discos ered the history to the billion
dollar industry that started in a small
pharmacy in Atlanta sersing only S sers mgs a day and now serve oser I 4 billion
a day We played games watched old
commercials And or course drank Coke
products to make a route time
Nliikt Chapman celebrated her birthday this week. We all enjoyed the cake
she shared with us and hopes she has
many more We tinishod the week off
with our monthly birthday party and a
toed nine was had by all He are all hiolung
forward to what is in Niore tor us next week.

Please call 762-7410 to
schedule your appointment.

...Nothing else looks orfeels
like home but we come close

Callowui •ill proi itie transportation in the • its iind the •

84 Ltterback Rd. • Murray, hy
Phone: F2701 754-871W • 1-B88-231-5014
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Delta Department meets Wednesday

s

The Delta Department 01 the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Wednesday. April 13. at I 15 am. for a program about the Murray
Group Home presented by Lisa Kim and Genie May.
MWC music contest deadline is Tuesday
The deadline to register for the middle and high school music contest sponsored by the Music Department of the Murray Woman's
Club is Tuesday. April 12. The contest is for piano, voice. strings
and percussion students and will be held on Tuesday. April 19. at
6:30 p.m. at the clubhouse. Contest rules include: time limit restricted to three minutes: memorization is not required: contestants must
be in grades 6 through 12 and be residents of Calloway County: and
three copies of music are to he provided for the judges. Contestants
will be judged on selection, technique. articulation, tone quality.
expression and stage presence. A practice session has been scheduled for Sunday. April 17. from 3-6 p.m. at the clubhouse.
Arrangements for practice time must be made in advance with Joann
Niffenegger. To obtain registration form, schedule a practice time, or
for more information. call Niffenegger at (270) 753-8561.

Ladies of the
Oaks
'The Ladies of the Oaks
Country Club held their regular
bridge play Wednesday. April 6.
with Melva Hatcher as hostess
announcing the following winners: First place - Shirley
Jenstrom: and second place Melva Hatcher.
The ladies will meet again
Wednesday. April 13. Interested
ladies must sign up in advance
by calling Linda LaRochelle.
hostess. at 1270)978-2438.

New! Straw Collection for Summer 2011

is excited to introduce new stylist
Nicole Johnson.

Specializing in color & cut, waxes &
men's haircuts. Nicole is ready to
help you look your best for Spring!
Call her today at 753-6263

305 N. 12th St. • Murray • University Square
753-6263

Join us on MISSION SUNDAY
Sunday • April 17, 2011
9:00 a.m. & 10:00 a.m.
for special guest

lf tit Stilt t

Jim McGuiggan

::11/0
Sat 10,i

C.

University
Church of Christ

- ..:p

15555%. iintagttt,i

•,,,

/

I

801 N. 12'
Murray, K1'
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GET THIS 1X1

ADVERTISING SALES

AD FOR ONLY

$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Renting 12
seamier flea
niarket or faa'rins.@t"
.re:thket Owebside
Stersge..8rii

270-227-3sti
&
THE
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
Persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed tc be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities
OSO
Lost and Found
JUST give us a call.
we'll be glad to help.
Your loved one we'll
try to find
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times

Call 753-1916

Booth for rent to
esensed cosmotologist
270-978-5520 or
270-350-6359

C.A.

Jones
Group
Management
has the following positions available:
Part-time Mail Clerk
(10am-3pm M-F)
Full-time
Supervisor

Janitorial

Please visit the
Careers section of
www.chuckiones.net
for more information on
our current positions
and on how to apply.

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
-help wanted- sestion
'
on our Classified,
wehpage at
murrayledger com.
you will he rediret.ted
to tobrietwork coon
By default.
Murray and local lob
listings will appear on
this website
However. as a national
website, not all listings
on the robnetwork 5141)
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
ph listings Thank you

"ENGINEERING and
Surveying firm seeking
a Civil Engineer for
commercial and residential site layout and
design, including utili.

ties and
dies. P.E •
AutoCAD experie•
required. Competi. .
salary and benefits. ,
or part time posit •
Close to
available.
Kentucky and Barkle,
sce,
in
Lakes
Eddyville, KY. PleaRivers
Four
call
Engineering
Surveying
270-388-4601 .s
Local business looking
for polite healthy person with CDL. Must be
able to multi-task and
handle physical labor.
Mon -Fri 8-5:00.
759-5850

The Murray Ledger & Times is currently
accepting resumes for the position of
Representathe.
Sales
Advertising
Responsibilities for this position include servicing established accounts. developing advertising plans and des eloping new accounts in
Murray and surrounding areas. You must enjoy
working with the public and be self-motivated.
Poor sales experience is required. Degree in
Advertising. Marketing. or Public Relations
preferred. hut not required. Salary will he
based on education and sales expenence.
Paid holidays and vacation, health and dental
plans. salary plus commission, are all part of
an excellent benefit package.

Advertising Sales Position
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040-Z
Murray, KY 42071
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Job Title: Inventory Control Clerk
Job Description: The position is responsible
for inventory control and purchasing of equipment, pads and supplies while adhering to a
set budget. Employee must ensure proper
purchase orders are issued and recorded in
company system for all purchases. As well as
maintaining accurate monthly inventory counts
and developing consistent purchasing and
inventory control procedures. The employee
must perform monthly 'cycle counts" of
inventory to eliminate discrepancies.

Other job duties may include:

*Ordering supplies for the company in an
efficient and economical manner
*Following established policies and procedure'
in processing purchasing requests
*Initiating purchase oraers for supplies
equipment
*Maintaining computerized procurement
records, such as items or services
purchased. costs, delivery product quality or
performance and inventories.
*Coordinating bill processing!recording of
vendor bills with

Mediacomm
Cable Television Job Opportunities
SERVICE TECHNICIAN - BENTON. KY to perform field technical work for both cable television installation, high speed data networking,
including routers, for transmission or transport
of voice, multimedia, or data. Responsibilities
include daily organization of service calls, customer relations, problem solving, maintenance
duties, and for turn-on of new distribution system. Must be able to climb poles with proper
equipment. ladders or other structures as needed Lift and carry up to 70 lbs. use bucket truck
when required Work within limited confines,
such as crawl spaces. On call duty required.
Requirements include six months Service as
Installer Technician or equivalent previous
experience. Valid dnvers license; satisfactory
driving record. Knowledge of PC's, client-server architectures, bndges. local area networks.
wide area networks. and IP networks are highly
desired. Ability to operate all tools and equipment in a safe and responsible manner. Good
written and oral communication skills. Ability to
work in all weather conditions and at various
heights. Ability to work flexible work hours.
including evenings. weekends, holidays and
overtime as required_ Must have High School
Diploma or GED.

Benefits include paid holidays productivity rewards
and employee appreciation events A drug screen. and
nackground check is required and rnoCled Ls the
4 11
company Applications will be ave lace
Slough 4.18:11 at "htizahrisnelarreci,corn"
Applications will remain active tor 90 days Please be
sure to complete tine online application by providing
rev,ous employment history iprevious manufacturing
rxperience preferred, Come and ion a company wan
an established reputation ol excellence BRIGGS &
STRATTON is an equal opportunity employer

060

rt
rIVIediaco
Cable Television Job Opportunities
Mediacom is seeking an INSTALLER to install
!e services within the Marshall. Calloway
• Trigg County areas Responsibilities will
....de Installation. Troubleshooting service
Nem& maintenance and selling and promotbroadband services Truck & tools providThe successful applicant will possess a
technical aptitude physical ability to tiff
•
lo 75 pounds, and the ability to work in all
, • ,ther conditions A satisfactory driving
,rd is required Mediacom offers a compelre
,
. wage in addition to a comprehensive be
rrkage High school diploma or equivao.,

Applications will be accepted
until position is filled
Apply at careers med acomcc.com
o. F.

1,, 1

IltV

Employer

lox 1
Lights
24/7
190(

Avoid inflationary cost.
Lock in price; single pay or
payment plan.

Irrevocable Medicaid
l'ou are responsihle for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay 51.024 on Part A. $135 on
Parr B Call me fie 1110r1.

270-751-2411

Approved

Behind Mu'

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home

•

201 S. trd • Murray, KY 42071

FREE HELP IN I. LAINI FILING FOR NI) CLIEVI'S
753-7890 •

8 a.m.-8 p.m.

CAMP SEPTIC CLEANING
OF MURRAY, KY
RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL

753-9224

RECIPIENTS

HAZEL Apartmei
Now taking app
bons for 1 & 2BR
Rent based on inci
impair!
Mobility
Pit
accessible.
Mon
492-8721
Thurs
10-12pm. TDD No
1-800-648-6055. E
Housing Opportun

Are your Medicare Supplement
premiums spiraling upward and your
Social Security had no Cost of Living
Increase. Give me a call, I may be able
to help. I'm a local Independent agent

NICK MCCLURE OWNER
SINCE

and represent several companies.

Ron Sallin (Local Agent)
Phone: 270-753-1565
Cell: 270-210-2533

190

THANKS FOR YOUR BUSINESS

Lake Way Nursing
and Rehabilitation
Center is now
accepting applications for the foilowing position: Parttime RN day shift
Must he licensed in
the stati- if
Kentia.k‘ Appl
Dirisorfl at Lake Was
Nursing and
Rehabilitat ion
t -enter 2007 Main
041
i%) 12,
El fl 1:\ NI
PHONE CALL:PTEASF:

PECO
Accepting
resumes
All sales careers
8 other positions
Send to
P.O.Box 363.
Murray, KY
42071

THINK you could be
interested in becoming
a REALTOR?
1. Go online to
CENTURY 21 Corn
2. Take the quiz.
3. We can tecommend
a course online that
includes video which
makes the course
easier
4. You even have your
own personal tutor.. .
First lime offered.
21
CENTURY
5.
Jobs
Loretta
Realtors.. 75 3
1492... Ask for
Earleene

Appliances

I Mobile Home Lots For Rent

LARGE
SELECTION

Pnvate Single
Lot. 3 miles
North of Murray.
Septic & Well
$175.00/mo
Lease & deposit
required.
Call 759-1204
after 7:00pm.

usiness
Opportunity

PACKAGE
LIQUOR STORE
selling lot, building,
licenses. fixtures, and
inventory
Recession proof
business
Historic location
Contact
1241 LIQUORS
at 270-KEG-1241
$300K

MDM COMPUTERS

USED APPLIANCES
WARD-EUUNS

605 E South 12th St

(270) 753-1713

GRASS seed. 3 50Ib
50Ib
Red Clover, 4
Perennial Rye. Best
offer by Weds (Elf 5 gets
all. 615-478-4724

Service/Sales
Repairs Upgrades

Apartments For Rent

Tumbleweed Now hiring experienced line
and prep cook. And
experienced servers.
Apply within - no phone
please

TOO #1-800-648.
Ousel

2BR 1BA duplex completely remodeled All
new appliances including dishwasher, washer
and dryer No pets
270-436-2524 cell
270-293-6906

('allow a'. Garden
Essex Downs

1

753-3633

KELLEY'S
MUSIC
LESSONS
403 Chestnut St.

BUYING Old U.S. Co.,
Over
Collections.
Experience
30yrs.
293-6999.

Guitar, Piano, Drums
Voice & More!
Adults Welcomer
Also DJ 8 Sound
We Train, Youth
Bands!

GOOD used air condi-.
boner, stove, refrigerator. electric & gas
heater. storm windows

Apartments
1505 Diugurd Dose

WANTED HOUSES
Offices to clean.
References
978-3583

WANTED: junk car &
truck batteries. Top
prices paid.
(2701759-9694

270-753-8556

IBA, price reduced,
various
locations
Coleman RE
753-9898

WU I-800-545-1833
6
ExL 283 .
0 E QOM opportunrh,

(270)978-1961

A&F Warehous.
Near MSU $20753-7668

121

Rentals
GARLAND
presently has two bedroom apartments availCall for your
able
today
appointment
270-753-2905

April
Showers
ring May
Flowers!

a

In

111,1,s &

Real
Hopkinsville
Estate night lisensing
Beginning
classes
4/11. Investment is
Call/tent
$960.00.
Deloise Adams,
270-223-0789
VAW4 facebook.comiDe
loose Adams

All Other Mail
Subscriptions

Articles
For Sale
32" RCA three years
old $75 Maytag dryer,
works great $75
293-3109

Kiva,

NEWLY

3 mo
6 mu
I yr

REMODELED
2BR s. Lot $13,900
Reasonable Offer
You Can Own It
Don't Miss Out

$70.50
$90.00
$120.00

Check

amer of 121 SAP

1270)293-6A

1
I

A mo.

$75.00
$96.00
$145.00 I
1

Money Order

Visa

M/C.

Slabs $5E0 00 semiload
Dust $400 00
semi-load Call
293-9063

PREMIER
MINISTORAG

Onside climate cr
storage
*Security alarrr
*Safe & clea
awe sell bone
•We rent U-Ha
753-9600

(270)753-6012
Nanie

For Selo Or Les.

Aridri,s
CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS
at
bargains
has
Trends-N -Treasures
coins
Buy appraise
270-753-4161

1850 St. At.
Murray, KY 4
270-753-55

10X10$25 10x
1270)436-25

6 mo.
1 yr.

I

119 E Ma[r
1270) 753-62
Cell: (270) 2939 a.m. - 4 p.m.

MI.RESTA
MINI-ST(1RA
720 S.4TH

Home Delivery
Local Mail
$30.00
3 mo.
$35.00
$55.00 3 mo.
6 mo.
$105.00 6 mo.....-........$63.00
1 yr.
$110.00
I yr.
Rest of KY/TN

150

G&C
STORAGE a
PROPANE

KEY MI
WAREHOU

LIRER&TillEs

'OWNER FINANCE'
1996 Superior dou
blewide with land 3BR
2BA Newly updated
corner lot. 90 Joseph
DR. Alm°. KY. $2950
Down $633 month. Call
Ruthie 270-753-2222

MOTHER

three
of
would love to care for
your children in my
KY
Hazel.
home.
School
Southwest
District. Mon-Fr:
227-2111

2BR, IBA, 5min I
of Murray. no
759-4826.

IBR & 2BR ,Apts

753-4109
Want to buy running
and non-running cars
and trucks KEY AUTO
PARTS 759-9694

1BR. Lease & Det
270.
No Pets
0728, 270-994-331

3BR, 2BA 2.5
garage, paved (
lake access. and,
$500 00.1no Sei
refere
and
required. No
pets. 436-2427

1st Full Mo, Rent Free

759.3556

ANTIQUES, Call Larry

apartmer

Lynn Grove area
utilities paid 561
plus deposit
270-492-8211

1 OR 2br apts nee
Murray
downtown
Lease and deposi
required. 753-4109.

usiriess
Opportunity

Sirloin Stockade now
hiring experienced grill
cook Please apply in
Person

NOW LEASIP
1, 2 & 3bedroom
We accept Secl
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal
902 Northwood
Monday.
Wednesday, Fn.
Phone 759-491
Equal Housin
Opportunity

Call Ashley Morris or
Natasha Hutson
753-1916.
and placeyourad today!.
2x2 $12.00-a week
2x1 $6.00,a week
13 week contract
Runs on Monday

lEnt

ff.K

ATTENTION MEDICARE

PLEASE LEAVE MESSAGE

Help Wanted

fax to 859-219-3940

Email to Receive Applications•
careers af murraymold.com

1(1(1; f)f

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

BRIGGS 8. STRATTON is seeking part-time employees or seasonal production The following part-time
schedules are available
400 pm - 12.30 am.
4:00 p m -10:30 p m
12 30 a in - 6-30 a m
Positions are also available for a part-time weekend
crew (Saturday Sunday 10 00 a m - 10 00 p m ann
1000 pm. - 1000 a.m.

Location(s):

or equivalent expenence

Polio Pay

the Del/all/MI,'

CAREERS.MEDIACOMCC.COPvi
Equal Opportunity Employer

strong data entry skills.
Murray Mold & Die Co. Inc
506 Industhal Road Murray Ky 42071
Job Status: Full-Time
Cover Letter Required: Yes
Application Qualifications: High School
Diploma required College Degree preferred but
not required. Strong consideration will be given
to applicants with post High School education

Lou V. McGary
Does Ytiur

QUALIFIED CANDIDATES MAY APPLY AT

Home Health Agency
ooking for full and part
LPN's
RN's.
ime
HHA's, PT, OT, ST. and
admin staff Owner has
more than 20 year:,
experience.
benefit
Competitive
available
package
Interested applicants
send resume to fsardar#hmacorps_g_rn or

preferred.
*Strong wntten and oral communication skills
*Excellent interpersonal and analytical skills are
a must
*Must be able to multitask and exhibit a
willingness to go above and beyond
*Interact professionally with everyone
*Strong competency with Microsoft Office
applications including Excel,Word. Outlook and

- PREPLANNING Dalin, Willouglihy
Prr-Arrangement Specialist

INSURANCE

Mediacom has an excellent benefit package

Accountant/Bookkeeper
*Maximizing use of computer system for
efficiency purposes - reorder points, purchase
orders.
*Research bid proposals, review purchase
requests
Skills:
•Contnbutes to team effort by accomplishing
related results in a timely
manner, with accuracy, and proficiency
*Basic purchasing skills and inventory
management. Manufacturing environment is

812 Whitr

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTOR*

II

I III) I-50

r

Oce.12p.m.

Wednesday

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Ashley Morris or Natasha Hutson
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.- Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927

L

C

Mon.9a.m.

Tuesday

S8.25 First Day -20 words or less - Os er 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecuti% e Pass H 17 per e.oni per day
. for Smart Sat.

li

t

State
,'BA
2BH
$350 00 Mo,deposit
293.917C
No pets
767-058.3
2BR

1

BA

New

4 700 sqft buildin
entr
front rear
Half block W of
square on Mau
270-293 6692 or

Zip

Daytime Ph
Mail this coupon a it h pas men( to

1

1
I.

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1918

?77 1.43 7952
1
1
1
1
1
a

Tinies

CI.1SSIFIEDS

Nliirras Ledger & Times
ORREST VIEW APARTMEN I•
12I 17\ IhIll ST . MI'RKAY. 1X1
Office

Hours: Mon-Fri 2:00-4:041

Accepting Applications
tall For An Appointment
,
& 2 Bedroom Townhouo
One year lease
Basic Rent at S345-53"
Central Heat & Air

n.101.111.
Fm9a.m.

(270)753-1970
rni) 1-800-545-1833 Ext. 283 -6

Non.91.m.

Flu. ultimate duplex ,%ith large carport fiii o
in most desirable part of Northwood .
'ithdivioilan. Large 2BR 2full bath on each
id,- central vaccuum oystem connected to
•itch room•frir maw cleaning. Thermo'glass in
rvory-windnte,L.4101! kitchen and dining anei
athialiind between *eel:Large patio and ,... ckyard with mlideliing.sewage building • .
•birlt could serriply.belmatie into the.perfeet
other in lao hiene„-Trienclh ovonor firoatteJug available with no estimoites. appraisal.:
.
0 clueing casts-involved. Call for
iiiestiiggekhowing:Ltk-ated at l4*
.0.00 270-74S-60W,
.illevk ,tod.$1 50.00

oo.12p.m.
LOT FOR SALE

Tue.1p.m.

11,1 long cre'n erre

ed.12 p.m.

Ior. y 001 III.

'air 12p.m.

./

We Offer:
*All Size Units
• 24/7 Surveillance
• Electricity
• Climate Control

'ISA
MEM

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE
812 Whittle!! Ave.• 753-3853

IRY
lox 10 and 10 X 20
Lights and Electricity
24/7 Surveillance
1900 r•I, 12th St.

1-2411

Behind Murray Business Center

ome

753-2905

1E

Commence]Prop. For Rent
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2BR units.
Rent based on income.
impairment
Mobility
Phone.
accessible
&
Mon
492-8721
Thurs
10-12pm. TDD No
1-800-648-6056. Equal
Housing Opportunity.

ent

d your
Living
be able
t agent
nies

nt)

5

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday. Friday.
Phone 759-4984,
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO CI-800-648-6056
Quiet apartment in
Lynn Grove area. All
utilities paid . $600/mo
plus deposit.
270-492-8211
Its For Rer

Sumba
lOwk old beagle mix
puppies
To
Shots/wormed
good home only
978-6404
German
AKC
Shepherd puppies for
sale DewormeaShots
6 females 5350-550
Call 937-218-1367 •

Rent Free

Garden
ns
rients
uid Drive
BR Apis
3-8556
)-545-I833
.283

1BR, Lease & Deposit
No Pets' 270-753
0728. 270-994-3308
2BR, 1BA. 5min North
of Murray. no pets.
759-4826.
3BR. 2BA 2.5 car
garage. paved drive,
lake access, and ramp.
$500.00/mo. Security
references
and
required. No :nside
pets. 436-2427

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

Rentals
as two bedments availI for your
today.
nt
105
•• ••••

••
••
•••
•
IFS •
I

-.435.00
$63.00
-4110.00

DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858.

er Mail
iptions
-.496.00
....S145.00 1
MA'

1

HORSE
BOARDING
*Stall or Pasture
.5115/mo
•Includes Hay

Real Estate
.4BR, brick, 2,790 sqft
$95.000
.3BR brick. 85.000
1st Ky Reath,
murrayrealestateforsale corn
Sium" I rdltet & I Irne. I J.
I lot...mg
•, r• •

REDUCED 25 story
house on 7 acres with
barn With picturesque
view. East of town
Make offer. 293-7252

Conceptis SudoKu

Posing,. Sealeoating
& Hauling
TONY TRAVIS

2

1

270-753-2279

2

3

PA..,
LANDSCATI_Nt:

8

4

•Mowing 14-t's
•Mulch
•Lic
•tiv.,eping Ser‘i,.•

7
65

Answer to previous puzzle

6
7
9
5
3
1

2
7
6
1 4 5
4
2
8
5
4 _
6
2
1
9
72
2
9
5

270-748-8970
From Drywall &
Painting to
Bathrooms &
Kitchens
Decks to Fencing
We Do It Alp
NP Job To Small'
270473-9916
or visit our website
kentuckylIMO
romoOMIOQ.09In
FREE ESTIMATES.

Professional Flight
Instruction
*Flight Reviee
*Discovery Fl 0''

111,1

I• I

Handyman Work

,
4
8R04

FREE

Odd jobs. Repairs,.
Auto
Carpentry,
'
Mobile Welding. • •
ards. Trim. Molding..
Much More
No Job Too Small'
• Jacob
. 270-978-0278

TREE SERVICE

PICK UP

Licensed & Insured
lull lint' of Equipment • 17 Nears Experience

6" Continuous Gutters
Garage Door Sales
& Maintenance
Owner.
Greg Mansfield
(2701 293-8480

I

No Job Too Large or Too Small!

4
2
7
8
1
3
5
9
6

7
3
8
9
6
2
1
7 4
8 5

9
6
2
1
4
5
3

5
4
1
3
8
7
2
6
9

\1.\\\(.1

\II \ I
la]

picks

Cs, tied:operated

759-1151 • 293-27ft3
293-2784

-KEY ROOFING,
PAINTING &
REMODELING
$$ we will save
Free Estimates
References

I (270) 703-0978
I (270) 205-6063

'HO TOWN
. TPPEE SEFIVic
:frisured Ffetian
P.E'Pergiblf
;Rree Estatm.
Free ,tuiinp
CAM 270-2934489

LAWN Mowing
Service /7 years
Insured 759-4564

--

LAWKi Moe
Free Estim,,.
Colby Fox
270-227-3044

Nik1110111.1ilrihirl

i.

•Asphalt
*Seal coattng &

• striping
40 yrs. experience

O'BRYAN TREE
& DEBRIS
. ..Locally owned
and operated

• Free Estimates
• Lic & Ins

270-703-1021
270-703-4005
Johhny Ciliryan

CHASE Futrell LawnCare. 8yrs exp.
293-8814
Tree
esti436-

YEARRY'S
Service. Free
mates. Phone
2562, 227-0267

HDITIP 7,7P 437 3041

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING

(270)759-0501

YOU money $6

855-994-7336
800-821-6907

• vects1
• i,x.itls

3
1
6
4
5
9
7
8
2

530
Services Offered

530
Services Offered

(270)925-5387

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
removal,
Trimming,
stump grinding, fire
wood. Insured.
489-2839

8
9
5
7
2
6
4
1
3

•I *

(270)873-2098

j 270-293-5624

2
8
3
6
7
4
9
5
1

1
5
4
2
9
8
8 6
2 3
4 7

1

1

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages gutters
junk & tree work

Additions, Remodeling,
Roofing, Vinyl Siding
Floors
Laminate
Repans. workers c
Insured
227-2617.
ALL GREEN LAWN
CARE Local, Reliable,
and affordable. Free
estimates.
270-293-7220
ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems
Dozer, back hoe, and
work
hoe
track
Installation and repair
on septic systems
Now offering septic
tank pumping Major
credit cards accepted
978-0404
Simmons Handyman
& Carpentry Service.
Over 25 years. Call
Don. Murray area.

NEW Listing
3BR, 2BA
Energy Efficient
270-210-3781
270-559-2032

ASPHALT

753-9562

ADAMS Homo
Improvement

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estates.
SBC Real Propert.
Professionals
293-7872

TRAVIS 1 1SUDOKU

LEARN TO FLY
in Murray

A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (87331

ACE
2003 Honda
Shadow, immaculate,
2.000 miles. 293-5476

WNW CAMS

I

We Finance
hollandmotorsales core
270-753-4461

Meowing)•Tdmming
•Mulehltig
•LanclacapIng
Rehrrencos Available
(27'0)203-9233
Denham Rogers

for
BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
Tuesday, April 12. 2011:
This year. opportunities tend to
tumble into your path You are
probably one of your best
resources, as your creativity pinnacles whenever you need it to
If you are single and ready, you
could meet Mr. or Ms. Right. If
you are attached, share some of
your inner happiness with your
sweetie. Count on LEO being
fun

BRAND NEW
Lake Vacation Home
On 1 71 AC $97.500
Includes FREE Boat
Slips Gorgeous new
designer- ready 1952
sqft lake home in
specatuular park like
setting near lake Muse
see, Only one Call
now 1 -800- 704-3154
x 3645
envie kylakesale corn

everything go exactly the way
you want it to go. You don't have
that type of control over any situation. Be more forthright yet
open to others' ideas You have
the quality of being an avantgarde thinker, but you still can

learn front others

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Dive into your work, and
keep an eye on your major priorities You also might inadvertently spend much more money than
you realize

Positive. 3-Average, 2-So-so, 1 Difficult

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
***** Your creativity contin-

1211 Slide Out

Brand New'
Never Been Used,
Cost $26 000 nee
$8,900
293-4602
620
Boats 6 Motors

1

e006 21 foot Tracker
Marine Tahoe 071 Ski
boat Mercury 4.3/v-6
1260 OHM gas engine.
Matching dual axle
custom Mr. Low hours
517.400 293-5916

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY 875.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

ues to come forth and save the
day Your high energy mixed with
the cooperation of others makes
you close to unstoppable. Bridge
a gap between you and another.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** You might want to handle a personal matter more
directly. If you understand what
is behind another person's
actions, you can create a better
liaison or interaction.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** You are more than likely to say exactly what you think.
with little thought to the ramifications How you handle a child or
loved one who has been difficult
can determine your interactions.
CANCER (June 21 -July 22)
**** You might want to create
a greater sense of security for
yourself, Eye real estate and
other financial investments with
care. What you believe is an
easy return ;ust might not be.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** A particular situation
that revolves around an idea or a
creative person keeps coming
back up. People need to see
your old spontaneity return.

VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You might be feeling as if
you cannot accomplish everything that you want to. Closing
your door might be a smait
move

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Don't hesitate to zero

#Cnigilt's
41=111100
You ma count on the
most experienced
in West Ky.
403 Tom Taylor Dail

753-7728
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(2701 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Burer

We stay up all night to help
cancer patients rest easier.
t ti Ile.idlcsva4oing•
ti Otto,e ti nt
he inittaJ shock 01:Iworing thy Vi onto.
s lii
Through contributions to Relax I.or I Ile. (.11)1;e1- I/.111('I1l•(.111 tel aIiS%tivr:
licit

am

chi% iii melt!.

Callers to 1.800.4CS.2345 or visitors to www.cancer.org can find cancer
information and support 24 hours a day.

Cancer information specialists are available day and night, answering
questions and offering peace of mind when cancer patients need it most.

in on what you want. You might

feel pushed by others, but what
Lake Property

could have a great deal of
impact This person might not be
comfortable with the fact that
you have so much experience
and self-discipl,ne
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Let go of having to have

Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic. 4-

$15 00 & up
T&B Lawn Service
Adolf owned & operated
978-5655. 759-9295
WANTED: Apex. 40
acres, mostly wooded,
rolling, lake or lake site.
preferably with or without house, country
road frontage.
270-354-5226

by Jacqueline Biqar

Horoscope

The Stars

Adventurer
1987
Pontoon
Fiberglass
Boat for saie 27 long,
aluminum haul. 90HP
engine
evinrude
!ncludes hard top with
room, table,
extra
microwave, and ref_
$1,900.00 or make
offer-must sell.
270-436-5921

UT RENTALS
%HSI-STORAGE.
720 S. 4TH ST.
orner (If 121 5. S.(.1endalr.
IOXIII $25 MI5 $40
2701 436-2524
12701 293-6906

2.100 SqFt 3 office
spaces 1.000 SqF
1 block
storeroom
West of court square
e964

BRAND new 3BR 2BA
2 Car garage. Custom
in
home
Brick
Bnarcrest Subdivision.
Floors.
Hardwood
Formal dining, custom
cabinets, open floor
plan with lots of natural
light. Approx 1800 SF
Living. Call for your
pnvate showing
270-753-2905.

2003 Springdale
3011 Bumper Pull

1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562

Commerical Prop. For Rent

Sinuc 19Se
Res . Com . it. Ind
I

(270) 293-7314
(270) 293-7315

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

4.700 sqn building with
entrance
rontrear
Half block W. of court
square on Main St.
270-293 6692 or
270-293-7952

Hill Electric

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES

G&C

Sale Or Lane

4BR, 2BA 2500sqn. Or
Lakefront
3 acres
located on Cypress
Creek. Fully furnished
and decorated New
tub
dock,
hot
$499,000
270-293-4602

Shit-zu pups. Male.
shots.wormed,
AKC
$300.00.
490
270-804-8103
[
evenings

STORAGE and
PROPANE
19 E. Main
12701 753-6266
Cell (270) 293-4183
;rn. - 4 p.m. M-F

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes,
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

(270) 705-1780

1

530
Services Offered

512

Souses For Rent

Juplex corn
lodeled All
nces includiher, washer
No pets,
i24 cell
/06

Mall

RETAIL Store in Hazel
1./SF
5000
5750 00month
270-492-8211

5.89 Acres Mostly Wooded City Water
Undergrouno Utilities Sub-dividable (up to 7 lots)
Narrow Gate Subdivision off Coles Campground
Deed Restricted $45.000
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is the difference if you have the
same goal? Don't allow details to
hold you back unnecessarily.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Realize it isn't Just you
who feels they are under pressure, but many people around
you Ask for important feedback
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** Stop hack from •
•
r.,1
immediate issoo
a whole diffeieH
v4••,•,
This p,.)Int
applicable to .
matters
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** How you h,-indle
one and the

Cancer Survivors Network provides an online community with chat rooms
and information resources for survivors and caregivers at www.concer.org.

Your involvement can change a life.
•
RELAY
FOR LIFE
IST

April 29, 2011
7 p.m. to 6 a.m.
MSU Stewart Stadium

8 •!Monday. April 11, 2011

Looking Back
Ten years ago
The Murray -Calloway Count)
Relay for Life will be held April
20-21 with 133 registered. This
year's money goal is to raise
$265000 and surpass last year's
net $246,188).
Lauren Hale. 2, was crowned
queen of the two-year-old division
of the USA Beauties Easter Pageant
held April 7 at the Murray State
University Cums Center She is
the daughter of Roger and Jennifer Hale.
Recently reported births include
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Joey Scott,
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Curt
Dukes.
Twenty years ago
A grant of S257.430 has been
awarded by the IBM Corporation
to the College of Education at
Murray State University to establish a Mid-America Multimedia
and Technology Center for Persons with Disabilities.
Governor Wallace Wilkinson will
visit Murray on April 22 to likely announce a grant for improvements to the George Weaks Community Center. according to reports.
Recently reported births include
a boy to Ron Fry and Jennifer
Parrish.
Strong winds knocked a large. partially.: dead tree onto a home located at the corner of Main and
Eighth Street yesterday around
noon. The tree destroyed a wooden porch at the rear of the home
and damaged the roof and outside
wall
Thirty 7.ears ago
Approximately 400 people attended the 1981 spring Southern
Kitchens Cooking School Thursday night at Lovett Auditorium.
Recently reported births include
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Dale
Greer.
Beth Falwell opened tier home
for the meeting of the New Providence Homemakers Club held on
March 10 with Sylvia Puckett.
president. presiding.
The Murray City Council unanimously approved a resolution to
authorize GRW Engineers. Inc. to
prepare all forms and documents

COMICS / FEATURES
Stopping for funeral cortege
is the customary thing to do

necessary for the city "to request
and accept a United States Env ironmental Protection Agency Act
grant for the construction of wastewater improvements as approved
by the EPA.
Forty years ago
Graves "Skip" Neale of Murray.
appointed yesterday by Kentucky
Louie B. Nunn to the Murray State
University Board of Regents. is
the first labor leader to hold the
seat on the governing body of the
university.
Larry Stinker. Frey a Larson. Betty
Jo Ward. Emily Bclote. Sara Sams.
Joe Poole. Scott Willis. Jimmy
Pasco and Allen Cunningham of
Murray High School have been
named to the 1971 Kentucky All
State Band.
The Baptist Student Union Choir
at Murray State University has left
for a tour of four states from April
9-17. Murray ans who are members of the choir are Esabella Ray
and Beverly Paschall
Fifty years ago
Seventy-three candidates have
filed for office in the May 23rd
Democratic primary election. The
final date for filing was April 8.
according to Randall B. Patterson,
County Court Clerk.
The annual report of the Calloway County Health Department
was released by A.D. Butterworth,
County Health Officer. The report,
prepared by Virginia Moore. lists
the many 11CtIVItteS engaged in by
the department during the year 1960.
The Girl Scouts and Senior Scout
Leaders met April 6 at the Scout
cabin for 2 1/2 days of camping
Nancy Ryan was the camp director.
Sixty years ago
Recently reported births include
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Calvin
Todd. a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Reggie Ellis: and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. George Wyatt.
Donald Starks. son of Mr. and
Mrs. Urban Starks. is serving with
the United States Navy at San
Diego, Calif.
The Murray High School Class
of 1920 held a reunion at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. George Hart

DEAR ABBY: 'Charlene" and
I dated 10 years ago. We remained
friends after dating. At the time.
she was plus-sized.
I moved away for a while,
and now that I am back. Charlene will talk to me only on the
phone_ Her reason is she is much
too large now to let me see her.
She doesn't want any human contact at all. I have told her many
times that I don't care about her
weight. I want to see her, but
she won't budge. I don't know
how to get her to snap out of it.
Help! -- KEPT AWAY
DEAR KEPT AWAY: If Charlene has family and you know

and was banished to the island
of Elba.
In 1921. Iowa became the first
state to impose a cigarette tax. at
2 cents a package.
In 1945. during World War II.
American soldiers liberated the
notorious Nazi concentration camp
Buchenwald in Germany.
In 1970. Apollo 13. with :SAMwens ..hunes A. Losell, Fred W.
liaise and lack Swigert. blasted
off on as ill-fated mission to the
moon.
In 1981. President Ronald Reagan returned to the White House

from the hospital. 12 days after
he was wounded in an assassination attempt Race-related rioting
erupted in the Brixton district of
south London.
Ten years ago A stampede at
a packed soccer stadium in Johannesburg. South Africa. killed 43
people.
.
. .
Five years ago: A-imicide bombing durtn as srindoor,§muti puslim prayer service in Karachi. Pakistan. killed more than 50 people June Pointer, the youngest of
the Pointer Sisters, died in Los
Angeles at age 52.

DEAR ABBY': For years I
have wondered about this every
time
have gone to a funeral
and have ridden in the procession to the cemetery'.
As the procession travels to the
cemetery. all
cars
and
trucks
pull
over and stop.
That custom
strikes inc as
very touching.
I
was
in
another proDear Abby cession
last
week,
By Abigail
and
even the UPS
Van Buren
truck and several semis pulled over
My question is, is this a custom only in southern Indiana where
I live, or does everyone do this?
-- WONDERING
DEAR
WONDERING:
According to Emily Post. this consideration should be accorded
regardless of where people live.
She writes: "If you encounter a
funeral cortege, it's respectful to
pull over to the side of the street
until the cars have passed. Waiting at a green light while a cortege
passes is also expected, even if
someone behind you is honking
to proceed."
I

•••••

how to :ontact them, do so. Outline you- concern that their relative ha.. gained so much weight
she's gone into hiding. Other than
that, there's no way to force direct
contact on someone who doesn't
want to see you. However, you
should continue to be a supportive telephone friend. She may
need all the emotional support
she will allow.
DEAR ABBY: I dooiced two
years ago after 25 years of marriage. During the divorce I met
a man who helped me through
the emotional roller coaster I was
on. We became close and hoped
to be married eventually. He died
unexpectedly of a heart attack.
My mother introduced me to
another man. "Donald.' who is
good and kind. but who was
'burned' after a divorce and a
long relationship. We see each other
once a week.
I'm having trouble being in
limbo and not becoming too
attached to Donald. Conventional
wisdom tells me to stop waning
for him to come around. I work.
volunteer, and have been asked
out by other men. I have turned
them down so as not to jeopardize what I currently have
Can you please help set me
straight once and for all? -UNCERTAIN
DEAR UNCERTAIN: Has
Donald TOLD you he's not interested in marrying again? If not.
he may warm to the idea eventually. However, for him to expect
you to date him exclusively with
no commitment on his part is
unfair to you.
How long have you been seeing him? It seems to me you
need to have a mature discussion.
From where I sit you have no
reason to feel blue. You're seeing
him once a week, having a guaranteed good time. AND you can
explore the possibility of a permanent relationship with him or
any of the other men who have
shown an interest.

Today In Illstory
By the Associated Press
Today is Monday. April II.
the 101st day of 2011. There are
264 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On April II. 1961. former SS
officer Adolf Eichtnann went on
trial in Israel. charged with crimes
against humanity for his role in
the Nazi Holocaust.
On this date:
In 1689, William III and Mary
II were crowned as joint sovereigns of Britain.
In 1814, Napoleon Bonaparte
abdicated as Emperor of the French

i 1urray Ledger &
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Is MCS for real?
DEAR DR. GOTT: Multiple
chemical sensitivity I Sl('St is a
crippling problem for those who
suffer from it. I would like to
educate people about the problem
ilecalltie most people think that
yt r
thatl ni
'Just getting fresh air'
N. ill
resolve
the problem.
The effects of
che rale al s
used in personal
and
laundry products act as
neurotoxins
By
Dr. Peter Gott

resulting
o
tenin. m
)r s s
in neurological difficulties -- diminished cognitive function, loss of equilibrium, fogging
vision. etc. Local drugstores and
laundry-detergent aisles are lethal
vats of poison for MCS sufferers. I am a massage therapist and
have asked clients to refrain from
wearing fragrance. but I have found
their use of fragrant laundry products more dangerous than cologne.
In particular, dryer sheets are
extremely poisonous and cannot
be purged from the room just by
airing it out. I urge people to
investigate the toxicity' of their
laundry' products.
I react violently to these products. but I have to feel that the
poisons are affecting people in
ways they mav not know Clothes
are in constant contact with people's skin, which absorbs chemicals into the body. Many people
complain of chronic sinus problems and headaches. Perhaps it
is the environment they are creating for themselves. Clothes dryers venting the fumes outdoors
pollute the air for everyone. I am
becoming a hermit and a "crazy
old lady" because of MCS. I know
the world can't change because
of my affliction, but maybe if
people would investigate the problem of "fragrance" in their products, they might begin to search
for alternatives for their own health.
Ever wonder what all of those

wonderful air fresheners that putt
at you as you walk by are. doinv
to your health?
Please ask your readers to
check the health risks of all those
chemical ingredients and follow the
websites regarding MCS. Theie
are millions of sufferers. I am
constantly vigilant for detoxing
products just to be able to go
out in public I can't go to movies.
friends' homes, most stores or outdoor activities with crowds. Having people come to my home and
making it inhospitable is a nightmare.
DEAR READER: Multiple
chemical sensitivity (MCS) is a
somewhat controversial topic.
There are some who believe it is
a true disease, while others argue
that the immense variety of symptoms can often be explained by
other, well-established disorders.
From what I was able to find.
there has not been much research
done since the late 1990s, I did
note that in a 1999 position statemeni by the American Academy
of Allergy. Asthma and Immunology, the condition received a new
name -- idiopathic environmental
intolerance. This is just the newest
in a long history. of name changes.
including multiple chemical sensitivity, chemical injury. chemical
sensitivity. environmental illne!;%.
sick-building syndrome and more.
Being unfamiliar with MCS
before your letter and knowing only
what I was able to learn from
research, I am on the fence about
this condition. The condition might
be real, but not enough research
has been done regarding symptoms.
diagnosis and treatment. There are
plenty of online sources for information, but most refer to information more than 10 years old,
invite readers to send me
personal experiences and any
recent research that has been done.
Readers who are interested in
learning about allergies can order
my Health Report 'Allergies' by
sending a self-addressed stamped
No. 10 envelope and a $2 check
or money order to Newsletter,
P.O. Box 167. Wickliffe. OH
4.4092. Mention the title.

www.murrayle
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Sports Edit(
Brandon Elliott
what he was supposes
two outs and a runn
base in the bottom i.
inning Sunday aftem
probler
Only
Jacksonville State ce
Blake Seguin did his
Seguin dove onto
Field grass to snag ar
drive that otherwise
scored the game-tyi
Murray State. exti
Thoroughbreds' chai
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Hints From Heloise

/3448V .1131_UESC)

t_c)rvizmiEci)

DIGITAL
when my computer crashed. -Don Sison. Irvine, Calif.
NAMES
Don. I do something similar
Dear
Heloise: I am to make it easier to find a cera daily read- tain photo. I 'code' them by ph
er of your col- (photo) name, event and date.
Thanks for sharing. -- Heloise
umn. I like the
suggestions
SEND A GREAT HINT TO:
Heloise
you made in
by
preparation of,
P.O. BUS. 795000
Heloise
taking phototo.,
9in Antenna 11llafile79-5000
Fax: 1-210-HELOISE
and I'd like to
share nty idea of 'STORING'
Email: Heloisei at iHeloise.com
DIGITAL PHOTOS. Storing them
FAST FACTS
can be easy and simple.
Dear Readers: A local restauTake, for example. the images rant that use order from now and
being numbered in sequential order. then wraps its hamburgers in paper
I learned that adding brief notes first, then in foil. The foil is foodbetween the image numbers and grade and can be reused. Some
iclotljpg Call be helpful in locat- hints for reuse.
ing pictures in a hurry.
• Wrap around a sandwich for
For example, IMG_5434.jpg can lunch.
be renamed IMG__5434 Rachel and
• Wrap around a cup of soup
brother
and to help keep it warm.
Sam.jpg.
• Wrap some dog treats in it
IMG._5435.jpg can be renamed
IMG_5435 David and Brandy jpg to take when you are on the road.
While browsing through the
• Wrap carrots and celery for
file, subjects and pictures can be a bag lunch.
located easily. Also, the steps
Heloise
should be taken when the pictures
SLIDING BRA STRAPS
are downloaded onto the. cornputDear Heloise: I had trouble with
Cr.
bra straps sliding off my shoulI also have a portable external ders, so I sewed about 6 inches
hard drive where I download files of elastic to the back of the straps
I want to keep -- a lesson learned
It's a little funny to slip a bra

over your head. but it is very
comfortable. You might have to
lengthen the straps a little. -- B.C.
in Pennsylvania
B.C., an ingenious hint, but
may I point out if the straps keep
falling off the bra may be past
its life or the wrong size? Ladies.
you deserve good support! If the
bra is stretched out, the straps
are hopeless or it just plain does
not fit worth a darn, toss it! -Heloise
NO MORE LINT
Dear Heloise: I have a technique for cleaning lint out of my.
hair-dryer screen. Take an old
blush brush and use it to clean
out the little holes caked with lint.
-- Dee Dee. via email
SOUND OFF
Dear Heloise: I would like
people to stop using this planet
as a wastebasket. I take a couple
of plastic bags when I walk my
dogs. one for them and one for
litter. Everyone should have them
in their vehicles so children can
put their fast-food cups. candy
wrappers, etc.. into the bag Toss
the bag into the garbage can when
you get home. -- Marianne
Schilling. Columbus, Ohio
102011 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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ACROSS
1
5
10
11
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14
15
17
18
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20
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22
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26
27
28
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34
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39
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41

Safekeeping
Highway exits
TV's Trebek
Contacts by computer
Bath need
Ohio city
Eternal
Gardner of movies
Craves
For each
`Spy Game" org
Wind indicator
Top floor
Referred to
Easy gait
Goof up
Craggy hill
League member
Successful song
Sudden urge
Homecoming group
Singer Redding
Soup dish
Bar mixer
Good judgment
Wallet bills

DOWN

PEANUTS411Q),
INCREASING
WINDS..
HIGH
WAVES

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
12
16
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22
23
24
25
27
29
30
31

Packed in boxes
Unescorted
Enjoys a book
Crystal clear
Suez Canal outlet
Gather together
Spring month
Heartbeat sound
Ljubljana native
Entrapped
Attorney General Holder
Skilled player
Besides
Cressida's love
Dungeon doings
Field yield
Regal fur
Some evergreens
Rocker John
Stage comment

32
36

Buttes' cousins
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Lohse and David I
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Louis Cardinals ne
early-season rut.
Lohse allowed
innings and Frees,
homer and threr
Cardinals snap a It
with a 6-1 victory
Giants on Sunday.
"You can't get
way things are gi
said. "Obviously y
into a trend. Most
long enough to kn,
forever. We just ha
and get through
themselves.'
Matt Holliday t
and added an RBI
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COLLEGE BASEBALL:JACKSON \ lilT STATE lo. \ I(ARAI ST VIT

Diving catch keeps 'Breds from big series win
WILD, BACK-AND-FORTH
RUBBER MATCH FOLLOWS
SATIIRDAY SPLIT
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Editor
Brandon Elliott did exactly
what he was supposed to do with
two outs and a runner on third
base in the bottom of the ninth
inning Sunday afternoon.
was,
problem
Only
Jacksonville State center fielder
Blake Seguin did his job better.
Seguin dove onto the Reagan
Field grass to snag an Elliott line
drive that otherwise would have
scored the game-tying run for
Murray State. extending the
Thoroughbreds' chances at tak-

BASEBALL
STANDINGS

ing the series from the
Gamecocks after a Saturday
split.
As it was, several inches
made the difference between
what could have been a series
victory over the Ohio Valley
Conference's No. 1 squad and
the 10-9 defeat Murray State
suffered Sunday.
The 'Breds couldn't have
asked for a better ninth-inning
scenario with Elliott, their hest
hitter at an average of .432. at
the plate in the game's most cmcial moment. They also would-

School
Jacksonville State
Austin Peay
Eastern Illinois
SE Missouri State
Murray State
Tennessee Tecn
Eastern Kentucky
Tennessee-Martin
Morehead State

OVC (Overall)
6-3(22-10)
5-3(15-15)
5-3(9-19)
4-4(17-14)
4-4(13-17)
3-3(13-17)
3-6(10-22)
2-4 (9-22i
1-3(5-25)

n't have wanted anything other
than what they got from the
sophomore shortstop.
"We get the line drive hit that
we want, and it looks like it's
going to get down, but their kid
just comes and makes a game-

saving diving catch.- said
'Breds skipper Rob McDonald
after his team fell to 4-4 in conference play. good for a spot in
fourth.
"Their pitcher icloser Todd
Hornsby) is a good one. He's the
guy they want in that situation,
and Brandon really had a good
at-hat. He hit a nice line drive
and basically hit it too hard. If he
had hit it a little softer, it drops
and we score a run."
The play capped a wild backand-forth affair that came on the
heels of back-to-back blowouts
in Saturday's doubleheader.
Jacksonville State dominated
the 'Breds in the first game. winning 20-7. before Zach Noonan
See 'BREDS, 10

TOMMY DILLARD
Jacksonville State catcher Stephen Bartlett shows the
home plate umpire this ball after tagging out Murray State
runner Cody Larson at home plate in the second inning
Sunday afternoon at Reagan Field.

PREP BASEBALL

FLW COLLEGE FISHING NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP

Calloway rolls
at Marshall
County
Invitational

Gator bait

MURRAY BATTERS
MACINTOSH (ALA.)
IN 15-0 WIN
Staff Report
Calloway County was dominant
Saturday in blowout victories over
Crittenden County and Webster County at
the Marshall County Invitational.
The Lakers began the day by hanging 21
runs on Crittenden in a 21-0 victory and
finished with a W-1 win over Webster to
improve to 5-6 on the season.
Against Crittenden, pitcher Andy Fraher
picked up the shutout victory, holding the
Rockets to just three hits. Offensively.
Calloway hammered out 20 hits and u)ok
advantage of five Crittenden errors.
Tyler Greer went 2-for-3 and was hit by
a pitch, driving in three runs, while Garrett
Schwettman also was 2-for-3 with a walk.
driving in one run and scoring three.
Dylan Dwyer went 2-for-3. belted a
home run and a sacrifice fly and drove in
four runs, the highest number of any Laker
batter. Garrett Cowen was 3-for-4 with
three runs scored while Clint Craig went 2for-4 with an RBI and three runs.
Against Webster, Cowen picked up the
win on the mound as Calloway outhit their
opponents 8-6 and took advantage of live
errors while committing four themselves.
Schwettman went 2-for-4, scoring two
runs and driving in one, while Dwyer was
I -for-2 with two walks, two stolen bases
IN See BASEBALL, 10

MLB BASEBALL:
Si', LOUIS 6,
SAN FRANCISCO I

Lohse, Freese
help Cardinals
avoid sweep
By JOSH DUBOW
AP Sports Writer
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — Kyle
Lohse and David Freese provided just the
kind of performance the struggling St.
Louis Cardinals needed to get out of their
early-season rut.
Lohse allowed one run in eight sharp
innings and Freese went 3 for 4 with a
homer and three RBIs to help the
Cardinals snap a three-game losing streak
with a 6-1 victory over the San Francisco
Giants on Sunday.
"You can't get too worried about the
way things are going this early." Lohse
said. "Obviously you don't want it to turn
into a trend. Most of us have been around
long enough to know it's not going to last
I orever. We just have to weather the storm
and get through it and things will right
themselves.'
Matt Holliday scored the go-ahead run
and added an RBI single in his first game
since undergoing an appendectomy April
to help the Cardinals win tot lust the
third time in nine games this season. Skip
Schumaker added a two-run double in a
three-run sixth that gave the Cardinals the
lead for good.

TOMMY DILLARD •get F. Times
Championship final
Florida angler Jake Gipson holds up this bass caught Saturday on Kentucky Lake at the FLW College Fishing National
title.
consecutive
second
their
won
Wercinski.
Matt
partner.
his
and
Gipson
Center.
CFSB
the
at
afternoon
Saturday
weigh-in

FLORIDA PAIR WINS SECOND STRAIGHT TITLE;
MURRAY STATE ENJOYS SHOWING OFF FOR NATION ‘1„k111111 \
By TOMMY MAO
Sports Editor
Where do college students who live
in Florida go for spring break?
If they're Jake Gipson and
Matthew Wercinski. they come to
Murray.
The pair of Florida bass anglers
.pent their spring break several weeks
ago running Kentucky Lake over and
over, and occasionally doing some
fishing. The conditions were - in
Gipson's words — miserable.
But while most of their peers were
soaking up the sun, they were getting a
leg up on the competition they would
face this past week at the FLW College
Fishing National Championship.
It paid off for Gipson and
Wercinski, who won their second consecutive title Saturday with a Its e-hass
limn totaling 14 pounds. 6 ounces.
giving them a three-day total of 41
pounds, 8 ounces They held a 4pound,6-ounce margin of victory over
second-place I .tit .-Shreveport.
-Spring break was miserable,"
Gipson recounted after Saturday's
weigh-in at the (TSB Center. "It was

The Leaderboard
I. Florida
Jake Gipson
Matthew Wercinssi
2. LSU-Shreveport
Zach Caudle
Joe Landry
3. Auburn
Shaye Baker
Jordan Lee
4 North Carolina Stale
Ben Dziwoiski
Kevm Beverley
5 Christopher P4swport
Joe WrIkerson
Ryan Ingalls

41 lbs., I oz.

Ik 7

25-6

cold, rainy and windy. It was really
tough."
Though the Gator pair is one of the
top fishing squads in the country, the
feat they've now accomplished
inning consecutive national titles -is nothing short of remarkable.
For their efforts. they receiv ed
$50.000 cash. a Ranger I77TR bass
boat, $25.(1(K) for the University of
Florida. and an automatic berth into
the Forrest Wood Cup. the cin uit's
on
championship
professional
III See FISHING, 10

TOMMY DILLARD [ °dile! & Times
The set for the FLW event as it appeared Saturday in the CFSB
Center. Murray State president Randy Dunn and vice president Jim
Carter spoke to the crowd while Racer Band and the cheerleaders
were also on hand.
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Racers take
part in
scrimmage

From

Page 9

copped ott .1 so, run first inning
in the nightcap with his second

ahead RBI for the Gamecocks
on a single to center field.
"It's a tough situation fur a
kid to come into.
McDonald said. "(Babin) was

back-to-back

with

singles to

lead off the frame, and the
'Breds got a two-RBI double
into the left center field gap

grand slam of the season, sending Murray State well on its way
to a series-evening 12-6 win.

freshman

match
rubber
Sunday 's
looked to be headed in a siniilar
direction after Jackson% ille State
roped line drise after line drive

thrown as much as he could
have or should have. and

In the process, Murray State
Jordan
starter
JSU
drove
Beistline. who came into the

Cameron was our rest guy.. We
have confidence ir him. but it

afternoon with a 4-0 record and
a 3.27 earned run average, from

off 'Breds starter Bryan Babin
en route to accumulating five

didn't turn out right."
Hornsby. who has 10 saves

score in Saturday's scrimmage.
Tyler Lavea was the leading
rusher. earrying 17 times for 97

first-inning runs.
But Babin. who received his
first career conference start, set-

and a 1.48 ERA this season, held
Murray State scoreless mer the

the game after rust two-and-twothirds innings.
After the Gatnecocks added

y ads and rise touchdowns.
The annual Blue-Gold Bowl
is Thursday at 6:30 p.m.

tled into what was a nice outing
after the initial onslaught. and
Murray State's hats came alive
in the third and fourth innings

Staff Report

QUJI

Case

Bikkk man went 16-for-20 and
threo for 124 yards and a touchdoss n while rushing for another

and the 'Breds temporarily took
a 9-7 lead.
It was the seventh inning.

•Baseball
From Page 9
and too run. scored. Cowen
helped out his own cause, going
2-for-4 with two RBI. and Wade
Carter was 1 -for-2 with a triple.
two walks and an RBI.
The Laker% return to action
when they travel to Christian
County for a 6 p.m. game
1 ueoto.
Murray

15, Macintosh Ala.)0

\I urias s.:,n-ed

I first-inning

runs en route to a three-inning
I ;a win over Macintosh (Ala.)

was Murray
however, that
State's downfall. Babin, who
threw 117 pitches on the day.

pretty

much

through.

He'd

final two frames to eam the win
while Finch took the loss.

one run in the top half of the
fourth. MSU put together a monstrous two-out rally to score four
more runs and take a 9-7 lead.
Brandon Eggenschwiler got

transferring from Mississippi
Gulf Coast Community College.

things started with a two-out
walk when he took a close 3-2

ended up tossing six-and-onethird innings and surrendering
seven earned runs on 12 hits.

pitch and a Paul Ritzheimer single up the middle to set the
scene for four consecutive at-

"Bryan seems like he gets
better as he goes. and he did that

in.
Elliott

and

senior

center

today," McDonald said. "After
he got through the first inning.

closer Cameron Finch.
Finch struck out the first
Gamecock he faced, but JSU
then tied the game when Kyle

well."

fielder Elliot Frey led the 'Breds
with three hits
offensively
apiece. Elliott scored two runs

McDonald said he was proud
of his offense for battling back

State

in a game in which they faced a
large deficit before taking their

Noonan.

Bluestein scored on a passed
ball. With two outs and the bases
clear. Finch then walked two

first cuts.

with

With Murray State trailing 61. Elliott and Travis Isaak set the
table for a four-run third inning

Wednesday

consecutive hitters and Coty
Blanchard delivered the go-

while Frey drove in one. Murray
got three RBI from
The 'Breds return to action
game
midweek
a

p.m.

•Fishing

John Lollar got the start and
pitched the first two frames,
striking out three batters. before
Grant McDonald tossed the third

in

with a business degree, both said
they are excited to be returning
to the Forrest Wood Cup. and

To date, they have earned
$31 5.((X)for their school, which

will approach the pro tournament a bit differently the second

and final inning.
Murray's offense was led by.
Ryan
and
Lawson
C.115er

includes four bass boats.
"I have friends that told me,
'You can win it again, you can

tune, spending more time scouting the lake and lowering their

whom

do it.'" Gipson says. "I, in all
honesty, didn't really think it
was possible. especially after we

each

Humphrey.

of

notched two hits. Lawson was 2for-2 with three runs scored
while Humphrey went 2-for-3
and drove in two runs.
Sawyer Lawson was I -for-1
and scored two runs while Cedric
Cherry went I -for-2. scored a run
and drove in two. John Ramey
had two RBI, Mitchell Handegan
scored two runs. and Zack
Grogan and Christian Duncan
each scored a run and drove in
another.
With

the

win. the

Tigers

improved to 6-7 on the season.
Murray returns to action
tonight. traveling to Paducah

From Page 9
Arkansas

Lake

Ouachita

August.

had a bad practice. I thought we
could get a top five, which
would have been a really good
showing. But there are a lot of
things that have to go right.

personal weight expectations
due to difficult August conditions.
Their winning strategy on
Kentucky Lake was to fish shallow riprap during the morning
hours, then going out to secondary points and pea gravel banks
in the afternoons, where they got

"We had a very fortunate
week. We pulled up on the first
area and caught three fish pretty

a couple of their bigger bites.
finished
LSU-Shreveport
with 37 pounds, 2 ounces. while

quickly, and that gave us confidence for the rest of week. It
really is unbelievable to do it a

Auburn took third place with 363. North Carolina State finished
and
28-13
with
fourth

second time. We wanted to go
out on top. and we did it."

Christopher

Tilghman for a 5:30 p.m. first

Gipson, who has already
earned a degree in industrial sysand
engineering,
tems

pitch.

Wercinski, who will graduate

Newport

placed

event to MSG, said the championship was a great opportunity.
-We were excited whenever
we got the regional championship here a couple of years
ago because that was a good
opportunity for us to show FLW
what we could do on a smaller
scale and the kind of support we
could build here with our students

and

the

community."

Carter said.
-We just kept reminding
them, this is the place this event
needs to be, and I think today
has been a great demonstration
that it's about the Murray cornmunity embracing events like
this and having a building that's
so adaptable and functional to
host something of this size."
Kentucky Lake will serve as
a stop on the professional WalMart FLW Tour on June 16-19,
Darn State
Kentucky
Resort Park hosting the first two

fifth with 25-8.
Murray State vice president
Jim Carter, who was the primary

with

to
representative
work with FLW in bringing the

weigh-ins while the final two
will be held at Murray State.

university

Van tilavorstock

sc.../esta
onmoance

SCOREBOARD
Prep Baseball
Saturday
Murray 15 Macintosh (Ala
Mershon County Invitational
Calloway Co 21. Crittenden Co 0
Calloway Co 10. Webster Co 1
Today
Murray at Paducah Tilghman 5 30 p in
First Region An 'A' Classic
121 Christian Fellowship at (5) Heath. 5
m
(9) Community Christian at (81 Carlisle
Co . 5 p.m
(11) Fulton City at (6) Hickman Co . 5
pm
(10) Fulton Co. at (71 Reidiand 5 p iii
Prep Softball
Today
First Region All A Classic
(at Reidland)
(1) Reidland vS (8) Maytoe(d 530 p Iii
(4) BaNtro Mernonal vs (5) Hickman
Co 7 15, pm
College Baseball
Saturday
Morrav St 7
Jacksonville SI
Murray St 12 Jacksonville St 6
Sunday
Jacksonville St 10, Murray St 9

Western

at

Kentucky. First pitch is set for 6

S
The Tigers hammered out II
hits and held the host squad hitle.s while taking advantag,e of
tour Macintosh errors.

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St • Murray. KY • 753-3415

bats that resulted in runs batted

surrendered a lead-off double.
then recorded an out before turning the game over to freshman

he settled in and pitched really

Haverstock Insurance Agency

front Noonan.

State after

Babin, a lefthander in his first
season at Murray

lszcs
myosin'iscia
I?1'

College Softball
Saturday
Austin Peay 6 Murray St 5
Murray St 12 Austin Peay 2
Sunday
Murray St 14 Austin Pea.; 3
Malor League Baseball
American League
All Times CDT
East Division
L Pct GB
W
5 3667
Bathmore
3 625 12
5
New York
1
5 4 556
Toronto
7 125 412
I
Boston
5
8 111
I
Tainna Ba
Central Division
L Pct G8
W
2 776
7
Clevekano
1
6 3 667
Chicago
3667
6
Kansas Gay
4
3 6 333
Detroit
3 6 333
Minnesota
West DIvICon
L Pct GB
W
9 1 859
Texas
3
455€
5
Los Angele-i
4
4 5 444
Oakland
6
2 7 222
Seattle
Saturday's Games
N.V Yankees 9, Boston 4
3, Detroit 1
City
Kansas
Chicago White Sox 4. Tampa Bay 2
Battirnore 5 Texas 0. 1st game
Oakland 1. Minnesota 0
Texas 13. Baltimore 1. 2nd game
LA Angels 6, Toronto 5, 14 Innings
Cleveland 2, Seattle 1

Sundays Games
Kansas City 9 Tietra •
Texas 3 Baltimore 0
Oakland 5. Minnesota 3
Chicago White Sox 6, Tampa Bay'
LA Angels 3, Toronto 1
Cleveland 6. Seattle 4
NY Yankees at Boston. 8 05 p m
Monday's Games
Texas (Ogando 1-0) at Detroit
iVerlander 1-0). 12 0.5 P m
Tampa Bay (Hellickson 0-1) at Boston
(Matsuzaka 0-1). 6 10 p m
Oakland (Braden 0-1) at Chicago W17 Is
Sox (Buehrte 1-01. 7 10 p m
Cleveland (Talbot 0-0) at L A Angels
(Chahvood 0-0). 905 p m
Toronto (Leach 1-0) at Seattle
IF Hernandez 1 11 9 10 p m
National League
East Division
L Pct
W
7 2 778
Philadelphia
5 4 556
Florida
4 5 444
New York
4 5 444
Washington
4 6 400
Atlanta
Central Division
L Pct
W
6 3 667
Cincinnat,
5 5 500
Milwaukee
5 5 500
Pittsburgh
4 5 444
Chicago
3 6 33.3
St Louis
2 7 222
Houston
West Division
L Pct
W
6 2 750
Colorado
5 4 556
Los Angeles
4 4 500
Arizona
4 4 500
San Diego
4 5 444
San Francisco

GB
2
3
3
312
GB
-112
112
2
3
4
GB
112
2
2
212

Saturday's Games
Philadelphia 10. Atlanta 2
LA Dodgers 4. San Dego 2. 11
innings, conp. of susp game
Colorado 6. Pittsburgh 4
Florida 7, Houston 5
Milwaukee 6. Chicago Cubs 0
51 Y. Mets 8. Washington 4
Cincinnati 6. Arizona 1
LA Dodgers 4. San Diego 0
San Francisco 3. St. Louis 2
Sunday's Games
Washingion 7 N S %lets 3, 11 innings
Coicrado 6. Pittsburgh 5
Philadelphia 3 Atlanta 0
Houston 7. Pionda
Mikvaukee 6 Chicago Cubs 5
San Diego 7 L A Dodgers 2
St Louis 6, San Francisco 1
Arizona 10. Cincinnati 8
Monday's Games
Colorado (Rarnmei 1-0) at NY Mets
(Peltrey 0-1). 6 10 p m
Chicago Cubs (Dempster 0-2) at
Houston (Figueroa 0-1), 7 05 p m
St Louis (McClellan 0-0) at Arizona
(Ennght 0-0), 840 p m
Cincinnati (Volquez 1-01 at San Diego
(Latos 0-01. 9 05 p m
LA Dodgers (Kershaw 1-1) at San
Francisco (Bumgamer 0-1), 9 15 pm

TOYOTA
Hwy. 641 South • Murray • 270.753.4961 • www.ToyotoOfMurroy corn
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